All of our boats are new and commissioned straight
from the manufacturer and are therefore provided with
an ongoing service and maintenance programme
included in your fees transparently.
Our syndication provides flexibility to suit your
lifestyle, time and budget in the following ways:
• in time (2, 3, or 4 years term typically)
• mooring locations to suit budget and marina

facilities and travel distances

• number of shares per boat

( 10%, 20%, 25% and 50%)

• size and type of vessels to suit everyone's

lifestyle needs.

If you fit into one of the following categories, then
the Australian Boating Company may be suitable
for you:
• individuals with or without previous
boating experience
• families looking to get away for a few days of
fun, sun, fishing and exploration
• couples of any age looking to spend some
special time away from it all perhaps in a
quiet cove
• corporate executives wanting to provide day or
evening (skippered) entertainment in and
around the Gold Coast hot spots.
A safe and luxurious boating lifestyle for a
fraction of the cost brought to you by Australian
Boating Company.
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On average, owners spend less than 30 days a
year using their boat and yet are committed to
maintaining it 100% of the time and 100% of the
costs. We believe this makes no economical or
environmental sense and therefore we would like
to encourage you to read on ...

Established right here on the Gold Coast, our company
offers you a fully inclusive, cost effective, transparent, and
fixed price management of your boat. Our commitment is
to provide you with a complete "check-in and check-out"
service as follows:

living

vessel fully maintained and cleaned inside and out
In monetary terms, if you are prepared to invest
say $40,000 you could own a new half-cabin
mono hull boat commonly used for fishing or a
second-hand bowrider for day trips. Alternatively,
for the same cost, you could find yourself owning
a 10% share in a brand new, luxury cruiser with
full galley and bathroom which sleeps up to 6
persons in complete comfort. If you don't think
you can afford a luxury boating lifestyle, then think
again as we can make this dream come true.
Australian Boating Company,

it's as easy

as ABC...

fuelled, watered, safety checked and ready to depart from
the marina at your chosen time
hotel-style services such as linen, towels, bathroom,
accessories, ice
weather reports and travel information
fully kitted out kitchen equipment for self servicing needs
particularly during those overnight or longer trips
sports and safety equipment on board
access to marine support and rescue services
24 hours per day
fully stocked bar fridge upon request
skipper and catering services upon request.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to provide access to individuals,
families and corporations to experience a luxurious
boating lifestyle for a fraction of the cost and a
fraction of the commitment through an exclusive
syndication ownership scheme.
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